Exercise 14
Future Perfect Tense with Negatives

Fill in the spaces with the correct form of the verb in parentheses in future perfect tense.

Note: Be sure to pay attention to word order in the following examples.

Example: The garden party is next Friday. Unfortunately, the zinnias (not, bloom) will not have bloomed by then.

Example: Buyers cannot look at the condominiums next week. The carpenters (not, finish) will not have finished the kitchen cabinets yet.

1) Samuel wants to drive to the beach in July, but he (not, receive) _______ _______ _______ _______ his driver’s license yet.

2) Li Ming will need a shower when she gets home from camping. She (not, take) _______ _______ _______ _______ one for three days.

3) We don’t want to leave the pool at noon. We (not, swim) _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ long enough by then.

4) The runners will all need some water when they get here. They (not, drink) _______ _______ _______ _______ anything for the last four miles.

5) When I go to work out at the gym on Wednesday, I (not, exercise) _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ for a week!

6) Sarah would like to go diving tomorrow, but she (not, take) _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ lessons by then.

7) When the company moves its offices in September, it (not, move) _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ them for 75 years.

8) Tom is learning to fly small planes, but he (not, fly) _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ enough hours by spring to begin flying solo.

9) Maria is going to have surgery. She (not, receive) _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ any anesthesia yet when she is taken to the operating room.

10) The grass will be long when we get home. We (not, mow) _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ it since May.